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Abstract: The cross-section for inelastic proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass en-
ergy of 13 TeV is measured with the LHCb detector. The ducial cross-section for in-
elastic interactions producing at least one prompt long-lived charged particle with mo-
mentum p > 2 GeV/c in the pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5 is determined to be acc =
62:2  0:2  2:5 mb. The rst uncertainty is the intrinsic systematic uncertainty of the
measurement, the second is due to the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity. The sta-
tistical uncertainty is negligible. Extrapolation to full phase space yields the total inelastic
proton-proton cross-section inel = 75:4  3:0  4:5 mb, where the rst uncertainty is ex-
perimental and the second due to the extrapolation. An updated value of the inelastic
cross-section at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV is also reported.
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1 Introduction
The inelastic cross-section is a fundamental quantity in the phenomenology of high-energy
hadronic interactions that are studied at particle accelerators. It is also important for
astroparticle physics, e.g. in the description of extensive air showers induced by cosmic rays
hitting the atmosphere of the Earth [1], or for the modelling of the transport of cosmic ray
particles in the interstellar medium [2, 3]. Since quantum chromodynamics cannot yet be
solved in the nonperturbative regime, it is currently not possible to calculate the inelastic
cross-section from rst principles. Models based on Regge phenomenology predict, within
the limits of the Froissart-Martin bound [4, 5], an increase with energy according to a power
law [6]. Asymptotically the Froissart-Martin bound grows proportional to (ln s)2, where
s is the square of the centre-of-mass energy of the collision. Although originally derived
for the total cross-section, this bound has been shown to apply also for the inelastic cross-
section [7].
This paper presents a measurement of the inelastic proton-proton cross-section at
p
s =
13 TeV, which is the highest collision energy reached so far at any particle accelerator. The
measurement is performed with the LHCb detector in the pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5.
Other measurements of the inelastic proton-proton cross-section at LHC energies have been
reported by the ALICE [8] (2.76 and 7 TeV), ATLAS [9{12] (7, 8 and 13 TeV), CMS [13, 14]
(7 and 13 TeV), LHCb [15] (7 TeV) and TOTEM [16{21] (7, 8 and 13 TeV) collaborations,
covering also central and very forward rapidities.
2 Detector and data samples
The LHCb detector [22, 23] is a single-arm forward spectrometer, designed for the study of
particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system
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consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the interaction region, a large-area
silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about
4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream
of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum p of charged
particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0%
at 200 GeV=c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact
parameter, is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component
of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV=c. Dierent types of charged hadrons
are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photons,
electrons and hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-
pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter.
Muons are identied by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire
proportional chambers.
The online event selection for this measurement is based on unbiased triggers, which
randomly accept a small subset of all bunch crossings. The bulk of the recorded data are
from collisions between leading bunches in the bunch trains of the LHC lling pattern [24],
thus largely reducing background from previous bunch crossings. Data were collected for
both polarities of the LHCb dipole magnet to test for magnetic-eld dependent systematic
eects. The total data sample consists of 691 million events in 49 runs from 8 LHC lls,
recorded in 2015 between July 8 and August 13. A run corresponds to a data set recorded
under stable conditions and for a duration of up to one hour. Data from a long ll are
spread over several runs.
The integrated luminosity of this data set was determined in a separate study. The
standard way to determine the relative luminosity in LHCb is based on continuous mon-
itoring of the rate of interactions with at least two tracks reconstructed in the vertex
detector [25]. This is done online by applying the empty-event counting method (see sec-
tion 3) to a dedicated set of randomly sampled events that are partially reconstructed in
the trigger. The integrated luminosity is obtained by dividing the number of those inter-
actions by their \reference" cross-section. With independent data from a dedicated LHC
ll at
p
s = 13 TeV, this reference cross-section was determined to be 63.4 mb with an
uncertainty of 3.9%, using the beam-gas imaging method as described in ref. [25]. For the
unbiased data from leading bunch crossings the number of partially reconstructed events for
the luminosity measurement is much smaller than the number of fully reconstructed events
available for oine analysis. Therefore, to obtain precise relative luminosity measurements
that permit sensitive studies of systematic eects, the empty-event counting method is
applied to the fully reconstructed events. The analysis is performed per leading bunch
crossing and in time intervals of O(1s), thereby minimising systematic uncertainties due to
dierences in the individual bunch currents and variations of the instantaneous interaction
rates. Dierences between the partial reconstruction in the trigger and the full recon-
struction result in a dierence of about 1% in the visible interaction rates. The ratio was
measured with a statistical uncertainty of 0.2%. Accounting for this dierence and taking
the absolute calibration from the beam gas imaging method, a total integrated luminosity
of 10.7 nb 1 is obtained for the full data set, with an uncertainty of 4%, which is domi-
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nated by the 3.9% uncertainty on the reference cross-section. Additional contributions are
the 0.2% statistical uncertainty of the cross-calibration factor and a 0.8% dierence when
requiring at least one reconstructed primary vertex instead of two vertex-detector tracks.
Simulated events are used to study the detector response and eects of the recon-
struction chain. In the simulation, proton-proton collisions for both magnet polarities
are generated using Pythia 8 [26, 27] with a specic LHCb conguration [28]. Decays of
hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [29], in which nal-state radiation is gener-
ated using Photos [30]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and
its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [31, 32] as described in ref. [33].
3 Analysis method
The primary measurement is a ducial cross-section, dened as the cross-section for proton-
proton collisions with at least one prompt, long-lived charged particle with momentum
p > 2 GeV/c and pseudorapidity in the range 2 <  < 5. A particle is dened as \long-
lived" if its lifetime is larger than 30 ps, and it is prompt if it is produced directly in the
primary collision or if none of its ancestors is long-lived. At the LHCb experiment a lifetime
of 30 ps corresponds to a typical ight length of O(100) mm. According to this denition,
for instance, ground-state hyperons are long-lived, but not any particle containing charm
or beauty quarks.
The experimental selection of prompt long-lived charged particles requires well re-
constructed charged tracks with momentum p > 2 GeV/c and 2 <  < 5 that traverse
the entire LHCb tracking system and have an estimated point of origin located longitu-
dinally (along the beam direction) within 200 mm and transversally within 0.4 mm of the
average PV position in the run. From a parametrisation of the PV density by a three-
dimensional Gaussian function, the estimated point of origin is determined as that point
on the particle trajectory, parametrised by a straight line, where the PV density is high-
est. With this selection all events can be used in the analysis, independently of whether a
PV was reconstructed. The above requirements select almost exclusively inelastic interac-
tions. From about 8.7 million elastic proton-proton scattering processes in the simulation
none is accepted.
The cross-section measurement exploits the fact that the recorded event sample is
unbiased, with the number of inelastic interactions per event drawn from a Poisson dis-
tribution. The average number of interactions  per event can then be inferred from the
fraction p0 of empty events,  =   ln p0, and for a given number Nevt of events the ducial
cross-section is given by
acc =
(  bkg)Nevt
L ; (3.1)
where L is the integrated luminosity of the event sample. The number bkg of background
interactions per event is estimated from bunch crossings where only the bunch from one of
the beams was populated. The largest background levels are found for the rst LHC ll
used in the analysis, with bkg= around 1%. The cross-section measurement is performed
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separately for all leading bunch crossings, and in time intervals of O(8s) to follow variations
of the interaction rate during a run.
The determination of the empty-event probability p0 takes into account that, because
of ineciencies, events may be wrongly tagged as empty, and that events which have no
prompt long-lived charged particle inside the ducial region can be classied as non-empty
because of misreconstructed tracks. For the measurement presented here, the detector
related eects are accounted for by an approach that relates p0 to the observed charged
track multiplicity distribution inside the ducial region.
A good approximation for the low-multiplicity events that dominate the empty-event
counting is the assumption that on average the detector response is the same for every true
particle. In other words, the multiplicity distribution of reconstructed tracks is assumed to
be the same for every true particle. As shown below, in this case p0 can be determined from
the observed multiplicity distribution of long-lived prompt charged tracks in the detector
acceptance.
The relation between p0 and experimentally accessible information can be derived
starting from the probability generating function (PGF) of the observed multiplicity dis-
tribution Fq(x) =
P
n qnx
n, where the probability qn to observe n tracks is weighted by the
n-th power of a continuous variable x. It can be shown that the PGF of a convolution of
two discrete probability distributions is the product of the individual PGFs. Introducing
G(x) as the PGF of the multiplicity distribution that is reconstructed for a single true
particle, the PGF for the case of k true particles is the PGF of the convolution of k single
particle distributions, i.e. the k-th power Gk(x). Weighting each true multiplicity k with
its probability pk, the relation between the PGF of the observed multiplicity distribution
qn and the true multiplicity distribution pk is given by
Fq(x) =
1X
n=0
qnx
n =
1X
k=0
pkG
k(x) : (3.2)
The true empty-event probability p0 can be inferred by setting x =  such that G() = 0,
which yields
p0 =
1X
n=0
qn
n : (3.3)
The parameter  is the only detector-related parameter of the analysis. It is an un-
folding parameter that relates p0 to the observed charged particle multiplicity distribution
in the ducial region. For an ideal detector it would be zero. For a given experiment the
value of  depends mainly on the average reconstruction eciency. Assuming for example
a binomial detector response, where a particle is either reconstructed with eciency " or
missed, one has G(x) = (1   ") + "x and thus  = ("   1)=", which is always negative.
When taking p0 and qn from fully simulated events and solving eq. (3.3) for , one obtains
an eective parameter that also accounts for higher-order eects due to background tracks
and nonlinear detector response.
For proton-proton collisions at high centre-of-mass energies, where inelastic interac-
tions have high multiplicity nal states, and for data with a small average number of
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simultaneous interactions per bunch crossing, the cross-section measurement has only very
little sensitivity to the exact value of . The measurements presented below are based
on events with  in the range between 0.4 and 1.4 and values of q0 that are at least an
order of magnitude larger than the values qn for n > 0. With a typical value    0:6
the values of p0 are on average only about 3% smaller than their leading-order estimates
q0, which results in robust cross-section measurements even in case of sizeable systematic
uncertainties on .
4 Measurement of the ducial cross-section
The inelastic ducial cross-section is determined separately for all runs recorded with un-
biased triggers and, within a run, all leading bunch crossings. In total 243 independent
measurements are done, with dierent lling patterns of the LHC, dierent bunch currents
and both magnet polarities. For each measurement an initial estimate for the unfolding
parameter  is obtained from a simulation that has been weighted to match the average
reconstructed track multiplicity in data. This initial value is then corrected to account
for dierences between data and simulation in the average track reconstruction eciency
and the average fraction of misreconstructed tracks. The eciency correction uses an in-
dependent calibration for the analysed data set, determined as described in ref. [34]. The
fraction of misreconstructed tracks is estimated from the fraction of tracks rejected by
the track selection criteria, with a constant of proportionality taken from simulation. The
observed dierences between data and simulation are propagated into  by means of a sim-
plied model that relates it to the average track reconstruction eciency and the fraction
of misreconstructed tracks.
The individual cross-section measurements are combined in a weighted average, as-
suming uncorrelated statistical and fully correlated systematic uncertainties. The weight
of each measurement is proportional to the integrated luminosity of the corresponding data
set, resulting in an overall ducial cross-section acc = 62:2370:002 mb, where the uncer-
tainty is purely statistical. The contributions to the systematic uncertainty are summarised
in table 1. The dominant contribution is the 4% uncertainty on the integrated luminosity.
The intrinsic uncertainty of the analysis is driven by a 16% uncertainty on the unfolding
parameter , which propagates into a 0.25% systematic uncertainty on acc. The largest
contribution is due to the dierence between either determining  from all simulated events
or only from events with particles inside the ducial region. The systematic uncertainties
due to the eciency calibration and the dierences in the fraction of misreconstructed
tracks between data and simulation, where the full size of the correction is assigned as a
systematic uncertainty, are slightly smaller.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the overall ducial cross-section with the averages
within the individual LHC lls. While within a ll all measurements are found to be
consistent within their statistical uncertainties, small but signicant dierences are seen
between lls. These dierences are found to be correlated with quantities not studied in
the simulation, namely the vertical position and extension of the luminous region and, to
a lesser extent, the background level seen in the data. The spread associated to those
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Figure 1. Overall ducial cross-section (vertical line), compared to the averages of the individual
results in dierent LHC lls. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainties. The grey band
indicates the systematic uncertainty on the overall average due to the unfolding parameter . The
2-values for the averages inside a ll are calculated with only the statistical uncertainties and the
number of degrees of freedom (ndf) is one less than the number of individual results contributing
to the average. Systematic uncertainties inferred from the observed spread between the lls are
discussed in the text.
variables corresponds to an additional systematic uncertainty of 0:05%. Also given in
gure 1 are the 2-values of the individual averages, calculated with only the statistical
uncertainties. Inspection of the 2-values shows that, except for the last ll, the agreement
between the results within one ll is actually better than expected. This is due to the fact
that the luminosity calibration and the inelastic cross-section measurement are correlated
by the use of information recorded by the vertex detector. The average for the last ll,
which in comparison to the others has an enlarged 2 value, is dominated by two runs with
more than 100 million events. This points to the existence of additional systematic eects
of about the size of the statistical uncertainty of this average, which in view of the other
uncertainties are negligible. Cross-checks from variations of the track selection criteria
show no indication of additional systematic eects.
5 Extrapolation to full phase space
The extrapolation from the ducial cross-section acc to the total inelastic cross-section
inel = FT acc follows the same approach as in ref. [15]. The extrapolation factor FT
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Source Relative uncertainty
Integrated luminosity 4.00%
Unfolding parameter  0.25%
| Interactions not in acceptance 0.18%
| Eciency 0.15%
| Misreconstructed tracks 0.12%
Luminous region and background 0.05%
Total 4.01%
Table 1. Summary of systematic uncertainties on the ducial cross-section. For the contribution
from the unfolding parameter  a breakdown into the individual components is given.
fX vX nch;X
mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.
Non-diractive (ND) 0.720 0.012 0.9963 0.0005 17.94 1.45
Single diractive (SDA) 0.083 0.003 0.7154 0.0051 8.11 0.52
Single diractive (SDB) 0.083 0.003 0.3411 0.0077 7.83 0.44
Double diractive (DD) 0.114 0.006 0.6263 0.0049 6.15 0.31
Table 2. Properties of Pythia 8.230 proton-proton tunes. Mean values and standard deviations
are given for the fractions fX of the inelastic cross-section, the fractions vX of interactions inside the
acceptance and, for those interactions, the average numbers of long-lived prompt charged particles
nch;X inside the acceptance.
is determined from generator-level simulations. Neglecting interference eects between
dierent contributions, it is assumed that the total inelastic cross-section can be written
as an incoherent sum of distinct contributions
inel =
X
X
X with X 2 fND; SDA; SDB;DDg : (5.1)
Here ND is the non-diractive cross-section, SDA and SDB are the single diractive con-
tributions with the diractively excited system travelling towards (A) or away (B) from
the detector, which have the same cross-section but dierent contributions to the visible
cross-section, and DD is the double diractive cross-section. State-of-the-art event gen-
erators are assumed to provide a realistic parametrisation of the properties of the various
contributions. This has been studied with the 32 proton-proton tunes that come with
Pythia 8.230 [35] and which do not require external libraries. Table 2 gives mean val-
ues and standard deviations of the fractions fX of the inelastic cross-section, the fractions
vX of interactions with at least one prompt long-lived charged particle within the accep-
tance and, for those interactions, the average multiplicities nch;X of those particles inside
the acceptance.
Given the fractions fX of the total inelastic cross-section and the fractions of visible
interactions vX , the extrapolation factor FT is
FT =
P
X XP
X X vX
=
1P
X fX vX
: (5.2)
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Taking the standard deviations from table 2 as model uncertainties would likely underesti-
mate the uncertainty of the extrapolation factor, since in particular the cross-section frac-
tions have a much smaller spread than the uncertainties obtained in a measurement of the
diractive contributions to the inelastic cross-section, fSD = 0:20
+0:04
 0:07 and fDD = 0:12
+0:05
 0:04,
performed by the ALICE collaboration at
p
s = 7 TeV [8].
To reduce the model dependence in the determination of FT, the cross-section fractions
are considered to be a priori unknown and only subject to the constraint
P
X fX = 1.
The extrapolation factor is estimated from sets ffXg that uniformly sample the subspace
dened by this constraint. For each set ffXg the extrapolation factor FT and the average
multiplicity nch =
P
X fX nch;X inside the ducial region are calculated using vX and nch;X
from table 2. The spread of the dierent tunes is propagated into the extrapolation factor
by drawing vX and nch;X from Gaussian distributions with mean values and standard
deviations as given in the table. An additional experimental constraint is imposed by
assigning a Gaussian weight w = exp( (nch   N)2=22N ) to ffXg and FT, where N =
13:9 0:9 is the average multiplicity per interaction of prompt long-lived charged particles
inside the acceptance in the data. The numerical value for this constraint is obtained from
the full simulation, tuned to reproduce the observed average multiplicity per event and
corrected for dierences between data and simulation in the average track reconstruction
eciency and the fraction of tracks that are associated to a true particle.
Figure 2 shows the posterior densities (fX) and (FT) of the cross-section fractions fX
and the cross-section extrapolation factor FT. The mean values of the fractions of fX are
found to be f simSD = 0:21 and f
sim
DD = 0:18, consistent with measurements at
p
s = 7 TeV [8].
The resulting cross-section extrapolation factor is FT = 1:211 0:072, which yields a total
inelastic cross-section of
inel = 75:4 3:0(exp) 4:5(extr) mb ;
where the rst uncertainty is due to the experimental uncertainty of the ducial cross-
section and the second due to the cross-section extrapolation. Summing all uncertainties
in quadrature one nds inel = 75:4 5:4 mb.
6 Summary and conclusions
A measurement is presented of the inelastic proton-proton cross-section with at least one
prompt long-lived charged particle with momentum p > 2 GeV/c in the pseudorapidity
range 2 <  < 5. A particle is dened as \long-lived" if its lifetime is larger than 30 ps, and
it is prompt if it is produced directly in the primary interaction or if none of its ancestors
is long-lived. The measurement is done with the empty-event counting method applied
to unbiased data. A total of 691 million events is analysed. The statistical uncertainty
of the overall result is negligible. The systematic uncertainty has contributions from the
integrated luminosity (4%), the unfolding parameter (0.25%) and vertical location and
extension of the luminous region and background levels (0.05%). Adding all uncertainties
not related to the integrated luminosity in quadrature, the nal result for the ducial
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Figure 2. Posterior densities of (left) the cross-section fractions fX for non-diractive (ND) double-
diractive (DD) and single-diractive (SD=SDA+SDB) contributions, and (right) of the extrapo-
lation factor FT.
cross-section is
acc(
p
s = 13 TeV) = 62:2 0:2 2:5(lumi) mb :
Extrapolating to the full phase space yields a total inelastic cross-section of
inel(
p
s = 13 TeV) = 75:4 3:0(exp) 4:5(extr) mb :
Since the publication of a measurement of the inelastic proton-proton cross-section at
a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the LHCb collaboration [15] an improved calibration of
the luminosity scale has become available [25]. The new value of the reference cross-section
for the integrated luminosity of the data analysed for the previous measurement is 2.7%
larger than the initial estimate and the uncertainty has been reduced from 3.5% to 1.7%.
With the analysis of ref. [15] unchanged, the updated cross-section is
inel(
p
s = 7 TeV) = 68:7 2:1(exp) 4:5(extr) mb ;
which supersedes the previous result. The experimental uncertainty is reduced from 4.3%
to 3.0% and the central value shifted up by 2.7%.
A comparison of the total inelastic cross-section measurements from proton-proton
collisions at the LHC is shown in gure 3. The new LHCb measurement at
p
s = 13 TeV
is in good agreement with the measurements by the ATLAS [12] and TOTEM [21] collab-
orations. In the LHC energy range the dependence of the inelastic cross-section on
p
s is
well described by a power law.
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